**Style Sheet: Daily Routine**

1. God will manage most of your time spent at the co-op.
2. Dowsed activity sheets will be provided that organize activities by location (either a Rec Center—or, workshop).
3. Every co-op will have a significant number of children. Your assignments and responsibilities that involve children will help you to become “other” oriented. A routine will help you (and them). In the years ahead, you will also be involved in the children’s education.
4. Canopy life will last about 3-4 weeks. After you become settled indoors, you will be expected to say Prayers at Sun Events (Prayers are impossible outdoors because there is not enough light).

Planning in advance, you will know who is handling a group wash. Breakfast is next (with children assigned to you).

When you return, pack your messenger bag and theirs before you drop them off at their activity location (snacks, a water bottle and any materials needed for activities).

Dowsed activity assignment sheets (distributed on printed colored paper for your 3-ring notebook) will determine where you will spend your afternoon. An online Panera order for dinner will need to be completed by 3:00 or 3:30 so Panera staff are not overwhelmed.

Dowsing helps me to understand that God wants Panera takeout orders picked up (with a 6-passenger electric vehicle).

Dinner is at your canopy area unless you have planned a Family Supper at Panera (see: Food Style Sheet for details).

Infants and young children need to be fed and they need to go to bed early (See the Baby Care Style Sheet for details.).

Only hand laundry can be done at night if you have not yet washed your clothes.

After the children are asleep, adults can watch TV, play cards or chess—or, do preparation work on pending activities you are learning.

Wake up with your alarm and put your blanket and pillow along the Black Beauty rack.

Activity sheets will provide assignments two weeks in advance. If you are the designated person to take frozen food out of the central freezers, this task is best done the night before. If you forget, this is an important first task. Use a portable wagon or electric utility vehicle (working in advance, you should have a record of food choices—and 2nd choice). You will need to check available space in the refrigerator. If there is not enough space, lunch will need to be obtained with Panera or Einstein cards (which is a reason why this task is best handled the night before).

Once this task is complete, a location-assigned shower is next—possibly with as many as 3 children. If you need to retrieve food, wake them after you return (help them with their blanket and pillow).